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Abstract - Stylometry examination of given electronic writings can consider the extraction of data about their writers by 

breaking down the elaborate decisions the writers make to compose their writings. Creation investigation is the measurable 

investigation of semantic and computational attributes of the composed records of people. The two principle factors that portray 

a content are its substance and its style, and both can be utilized as a methods for order. 

  

In this paper we exhibit a way to deal with content arrangement as far as class and creator. Rather than past stylometric 

approaches, we endeavor to take full favorable position of existing common dialect handling (NLP) instruments. To this end, we 

propose an arrangement of style markers including investigation level measures that speak to the manner by which the info 

content has been examined and catch helpful expressive data without extra cost. We display an arrangement of little scale yet 

sensible tests in content classification recognition, creator recognizable proof, and creator check undertakings and demonstrate 

that the proposed technique performs superior to the most prominent distributional lexical measures, i.e., elements of vocabulary 

abundance and frequencies of event of the most regular words. All the displayed tests depend on unhindered content downloaded 

from the World Wide Web with no manual content preprocessing or content examining. Different execution issues with respect to 

the preparation set size and the centrality of the proposed style markers are talked about. Our framework can be utilized as a part 

of any application that requires quick and effortlessly versatile content order as far as elaborately homogeneous classes. Besides, 

the technique of characterizing examination level markers can be followed with a specific end goal to remove helpful complex 

data utilizing existing content handling instruments. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

 

Stylometry is the statistical analyses of variations in the author’s literary style. The technique has been used in many 

linguistic analysis applications, such as, author profiling, authorship identification, and authorship verification, since the 19th 

century. These applications are based on the observation that there exists such unconscious elements of author literary style that 

can help detect the original author of a disputed text. In this investigation, we focus on the application domain of plagiarism 

detection. Plagiarism detection in students text submissions is a major challenge for universities.  

 

Large scale plagiarism detection databases, such as Turnitin (turnitin.com), PlagAware (plagaware.com), PlagScan 

(plagscan.com) and iThenticate (ithenticate.com) are effective at detecting copy-and-paste plagiarism by comparing the contents 

of students’ essays with a large corpus of documents of known sources. However, they are not designed to detect plagiarized 

work in which the work itself is original but is written by a different author. For example, a student may use an essay writing 

agency, such as Essay Tigers (essaytigers.com), Grab my Essay (grabmyessay.com) and Essay Thinker (essaythinker.com) as a 

professional writer to make a unique paper for their benefit.  
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Stylometry, or the investigation of quantifiable highlights of (scholarly) style, for example, sentence length, vocabulary 

extravagance and different frequencies (of words, word lengths, word frames, and so on.), has been around in any event since the 

center of the nineteenth century, and has discovered various down to earth applications in initiation attribution inquire about. 

These applications are generally in light of the conviction that there exist such cognizant or oblivious components of individual 

style that can help distinguish the genuine creator of a mysterious content; that there exist complex fingerprints that can sell out 

the literary thief; that the most seasoned initiation debate (St. Paul's epistles or Shakespeare's plays) can be settled with pretty 

much refined factual strategies.  

 

While particular issues remain to a great extent uncertain (or, if shut once, they are at some point or another revived), an 

assortment of factual methodologies has been created that permit, frequently with awesome accuracy, to distinguish writings 

composed by a few writers in light of a solitary case of each writer's written work. In any case, much all the more fascinating 

examination questions emerge past exposed creation attribution: examples of stylometric closeness and distinction likewise give 

new experiences into connections between various books by a similar writer; between books by various writers; between writers 

contrasting as far as order or sexual orientation; between interpretations of a similar writer or gathering of writers; helping, thusly, 

to discover better approaches for taking a gander at works that appear to have been contemplated from every single conceivable 

point of view. These days, in the time of consistently developing processing power and of always artistic writings accessible in 

electronic frame, we can perform stylometric tests that our forerunners could just dream of. 

 

II.  RELATED WORK 

 

Stylometry is the statistical analyses of variations in the author’s literary style. The technique has been used in many linguistic 

analysis applications, such as, author profiling, authorship identification, and authorship verification. Over the past two decades, 

authorship identification has been extensively studied by researchers in the area of natural language processing. However, these 

studies are generally limited to (i) a small number of candidate authors, and (ii) documents with similar lengths. 

Similarity Search in a High Dimensional Space: 

Since our work involve identifying similar writing styles with respect to a given documents using the stylometric features, we 

discuss techniques for similarity search in a high dimensional space in this subsection. Indexing and Querying in a Real-Valued 

Vector Space. 

Runtime Query Processing: Set Similarity Search. When a query document is submitted, our system performs the data 

transformation. 

Nathaniel Latta - Stylometry is the investigation of phonetic style, this implies taking a gander at designs in dialect to diagram 

principles or qualities of the subject of study. Stylometry is frequently used to decide creation to unknown compositions, however 

the standards of Stylometry can likewise be utilized as a part of different territories, for example, the investigation of music. 

Stylometrists look for a reasonable quantifiable property that can be utilized to reach conclusive inferences around a creator. It is 

conceivable, in any case, that such an element does not exist. In any case, as the pursuit advances, specialists find measurable 

properties and create devices that, when utilized as a part of conjunction with each other, enable exceptionally solid conclusions 

to be attracted origin debate. There are three unique classes which general stylometry can be broken into. These are: creation 

attribution, portrayal, and confirmation. Initiation attribution is deciding the right creator out of a little gathering of creators. 

Creation Characterization includes deciding the physical attributes of a creator, for example, age, sexual orientation, or race.  

 

Origin confirmation is deciding whether a record was composed by a particular person. The contrasts amongst confirmation and 

attribution are extremely nuanced. On the off chance that the per user wishes to take in more about the distinctions, the paper 
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Creation check for short messages utilizing Stylometry (Computer, Information and Telecommunication Systems (CITS), 

2013 International Conference on. IEEE, 2013.) by Brocardo is a decent begin. 

Most research in stylometry falls into the class of attribution, with check being the slightest created, having been considered 

only with regards to counterfeiting. Stylometric tests are by and large focused at long reports being inconsistent on short records. 

A long record is a genuinely broad term frequently subordinate upon the investigation. Short records are all the more effectively 

portrayed as archives maybe a couple passages long. The capacity of Stylometry to break down these short records is a creating 

interest territory. Stylometry's prosperity on works, for example, books and plays has brought enthusiasm up in its benefits in 

present day settings where online archive length is significantly shorter. Cases of the focal point of present day stylometry are 

email or discussion posts. These archive sources give extra difficulties past their length since they are regularly inadequately 

organized or composed. This is a vital region of advancement on the grounds that dependable stylometric devices for short online 

records can be helpful in criminal cases giving law requirement more instruments to indict culprits. These new applications for 

stylometry have raised security worries that keep on being examined. In the event that the peruser is occupied with adapting more 

about the security worries around Stylometry, Mike Brennan's works (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=STKwpNYzWis) or 

(Brennan, Michael, Sadia Afroz, and Rachel Greenstadt. "Ill-disposed stylometry: Circumventing initiation acknowledgment to 

protect protection and namelessness." ACM Transactions on Information and System Security (TISSEC) 15.3 (2012): 12.) are 

great spots to begin. 

 

 

Fig 1: Classification of stylo 

 

III.  METHODOLOGY 

 

 

Fig architecture of the system 
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The text documents are filtered first according to type of the data and then they are fed to the stylo algorithm then this documents 

are used in decision making about the authors and their rights around the documents. Our mode of model goes around with the 

stylo library from r cran which in deals with the analysis if the documents in identifying the authors and their properties   

IV.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

 

V.  CONCLUSION 

We have presented a scalable method for authorship attribution on a real world dataset collected from an online book archive, 

Project Gutenberg. Exploratory outcomes demonstrate that in contrast with existing stylometry ponders, our proposed 

arrangement can deal with a bigger number of records of various lengths composed by a bigger pool of hopeful creators with a 

high precision. We demonstrate that our strategy beats existing technique regarding question handling expenses and exactness.  

 

VI.  FUTURE SCOPE 

 

We will continue our research of work in the same field to enhance the results in better way from our current work. This can be 

done based on the NLP services of  the system by considering the texts from different sources and different languages. 
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